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Beliye Nochi
"Discover the Caucasus Cuisine"

by Evan Joshua Swigart

Beliye Nochi (White Nights) focuses on the cuisine of the Caucasus, which
is very popular in Sochi. The restaurant is famous for its khinkali
dumplings, a staple of Georgian cuisine. There are also traditional dishes
like shashlyk or skewered meat, lobio or spicy stewed beans, and satsivi
or meat with walnut sauce. The bar also offers local wine and Armenian
cognac. The prices at the restaurant are quite reasonable.

+7 862 262 52 88

ulitsa Ordzhonikidze 9, Sochi

Adriano Leonardo
"Pizza, Sushi & More"

by Alpha

Adriano is a popular Sochi pizzeria chain. Almost all of the establishments
in the chain have their own additional names, such as "Leonardo,"
"Venezia," "Sky," or "Fashion." Apart from the pizza and pasta, the
restaurants feature sushi, which, as many Russians joke, is the new
Russian national food. Even though the Adriano establishments are called
"cafes," they have a large drink menu, with a large variety of wines as well
as vodka, cognac, rum, tequila, etc. This is pretty typical of Russia. Even if
the sign outside says "cafe," it does not mean that this is no place to have
dinner or to converse with your friends for hours while having a few
drinks.

+7 918 408 69 62

www.adriano-sochi.ru/

ulitsa Sokolova 2, Sochi

Santorini
"Souvlaki & More"

by Geoff Peters 604

+7 918 917 3326

Santorini specializes in souvlaki, which is a popular Greek skewered meat
dish. In addition to that, the cafe's menu features shawarma, stuffed pitas,
sandwiches, burgers, pizzas, pastas, salads, and ice cream. If you want to
have a drink, Santorini serves beer and mojitos. Also of note is the blueand-white design of the place, which is quite pleasing to the eye. Sochi
has two Santorini cafes, one in Central Sochi, the other in the Adler
District.
santorinisochi.ru/

ulitsa Abrikosovaya 27/3, Sochi
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